




 

We have partnered with Expert by
Experience to carry out extensive
research on the wealth inequities and
disparities that exist amongst South
Asian women when it comes to their
finances and the impact the pandemic
has had on their overall well-being. 

Forward Future is a digital skills
programme that focuses on providing
women from ethnically diverse
backgrounds with the tools and support
to navigate digital platforms.
Workshops are tailored to their needs
and based on the key areas of interest
within the group that we work with.
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‘Mentoring with Voices of Colour has been rewarding and a great
way to share my own experiences, challenges and successes with
others. I see this experience as a great way to add some structure,
advice and guidance into the lives of others who might need that
little nudge onto or along a pathway. Imagine if someone of your

current position, your status, your platform had interacted with you
earlier, would your life have been different? Would your progress
have been made easier if just one more person you could identify
with had existed in your network? Mentoring with Voices of Colour

has been a wonderful reflective process for me'



'During my time with Voices of
Colour, I've been able to learn key

skills and develop myself. I think it's
so important that young female

voices of colour are heard as there
are not many platforms who support

that'

'Voices of Colour has helped me
to gain confidence in myself

and to help improve my
communication skills when I've
presented during activities. It's
important for South Asian girls
to be heard and to play a key

role in decision-making'

'Being able to create a campaign
around mental health taboos has

been really important to
understand how we involve the
community to help bring about
change around the topic in the

area'

'This journey with Voices of Colour
has supported me to share my ideas
confidently and have the opportunity

to work in a team on issues in the
community. It has helped with my
confidence and communication

skills' 

'Being part of VoC increased my
insights into the stigmas attached
to mental health in the community,
there needs to be more awareness

about that. It was also great to learn
more from my mentor and ask

questions I had about the medical
sector'

'My experience has inspired me to
want to make a change within the
community, specifically focused
on social isolation. I was able to
openly speak to my mentor and 

 she instantly understood me due
to similar cultural experiences.  

HEAR FROM OUR CHANGEMAKERS





https://twitter.com/VoicesofColour1
https://www.instagram.com/voicesofcolouruk/?hl=en
https://uk.linkedin.com/company/voices-of-colour-uk?trk=public_profile_topcard-current-company
https://www.voicesofcolour.org/
https://www.voicesofcolour.org/

